We are concerned with fast computations of regularized solutions of linear operator equations in Banach spaces in case only noisy data are available. To this end we modify recently developed sequential subspace optimization methods in such a way that the therein employed Bregman projections onto hyperplanes are replaced by Bregman projections onto stripes whose width is in the order of the noise level.
Introduction
Let A : X −→ Y be a continuous linear operator between Banach spaces X, Y and consider the problem of solving an equation
where instead of exact data y ∈ R(A) only noisy data y δ ∈ Y are available with y − y δ δ.
In order to obtain a reasonable approximation to a solution of (1) some kind of regularization method has to be applied. One widespread approach is to use Tikhonov regularization. There now exists an exhaustive literature about this method in Hilbert spaces, and in recent years there has also been considerable interest and progress of this method in Banach spaces, see, e.g., [4, 10, 20, 22, 29, 32, 35, 37, 38, 40, 45, 52, 54 ] to name just a few references. Another well-known approach in Hilbert spaces is to use variants of the Landweber iteration or CGmethods [27, 30, 31, 34, 39, 42, 46, 50] . In [47] , we suggested computing a regularized minimum-norm solution of (1) in Banach spaces also by means of a generalized Landweber iteration 
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with duality mappings J p , J * q , J and appropriately chosen parameters t δ n ∈ R, where we employed a discrepancy principle to obtain a suitable stopping index n * = n * (δ). Like in Hilbert spaces the method turned out to have good regularizing properties but convergence was tremendously slow. Hence, we were looking for some way to accelerate this method while preserving its regularizing properties. Inspired by the fast CG methods and the sequential subspace optimization methods (SESOP) developed by Narkiss and Zibulevsky [41] for largescale unconstrained optimization and further analysed in Elad et al [26] , we interpreted A * J Ax δ n − y δ as a search direction and could show in [48] that using more search directions A * w n,i , i ∈ I n , considerably speeds up the iteration in the case of exact data δ = 0. The iterates are then computed as
where t n = (t n,i ) i∈I n ∈ R |I n | is chosen such that it minimizes the function h n (t) This interpretation is the key for the regularizing sequential subspace optimization methods (RESESOP) we develop here to combine acceleration with regularization. The principle idea behind RESESOP to achieve regularization is that we do not only use a discrepancy principle to choose the stopping index but we also replace the Bregman projections onto hyperplanes We illustrate the distinguishing feature of this strategy in the context of the minimal error conjugate gradient method in Hilbert spaces. After the preliminary section about duality mappings, Bregman distances and Bregman projections, we recall our version of SESOP for exact data in section 3. Hereby we improve the convergence results of [48] . For strong convergence in the infinite-dimensional case we had to require increasing numbers of the search directions; here, we can show that this stringent condition is in fact not needed. In section 4, we introduce RESESOP and prove that the discrepancy principle renders it a regularization method for the computation of
. We place emphasis on subsection 4.3, where we concentrate on a fast algorithm with only two search directions. The core of this algorithm is based on a simple geometrical fact in Hilbert spaces: the orthogonal projection of a point x onto the intersection of two halfspaces can be computed by at most two orthogonal projections onto (intersections of) the bounding hyperplanes, if x is already contained in one of the halfspaces. We show that this holds for Bregman projections in Banach spaces as well. In the last section, we test the performance of RESESOP with some numerical experiments that shall also demonstrate the potential advantage of using different norms even in finite-dimensional problems.
Duality mappings, Bregman distances and Bregman projections
Let X be a real Banach space with dual X * and let
The subdifferential mapping J p := ∂f p : X → 2 X * of the convex functional
is called the duality mapping of X with gauge function t → t p−1 . It is an in general nonlinear, set-valued mapping characterized by
where we write x * |x = x|x * = x * (x) for the application of x * ∈ X * on x ∈ X. By J * q we denote the duality mapping of the dual X * with gauge function t → t q−1 . For p = 2 the mapping J := J 2 is also called the normalized duality mapping. In a Hilbert space J is the identity mapping. For a comprehensive treatise of duality mappings we refer to the book of Cioranescu [21] .
Throughout this paper X is supposed to be p-convex and uniformly smooth and thus reflexive with then q-smooth and uniformly convex dual X * (see, e.g., [23, 28, 36] ). Under these assumptions the duality mappings J p and J * q are both single-valued, uniformly continuous on bounded sets and bijective with (J p )
The function f p , which is then strictly convex and Fréchet differentiable, induces the Bregman
|y − x , which by (3) can be written as
In Hilbert spaces we get 2 (x, y) = 1 2
x − y 2 . This notion of distance goes back to Bregman [12] and is successfully used in convex optimization and investigations of problems in Banach space settings, see, e.g., [1-3, 5-10, 13-19, 25, 32, 33, 37, 43-45, 47-49, 54] . The following chain of inequalities holds with some constant c p > 0:
where the first inequality is due to the p-convexity of X. The Bregman projection of x ∈ X onto a nonempty closed convex set C ⊂ X with respect to the function f p is the unique element
Obviously, we have
Bregman projections are characterized by a variational inequality: an elementx ∈ C is the Bregman projection of x onto C with respect to the function f p iff
The variational inequality (7) is equivalent to the descent property
In Hilbert spaces the Bregman projection with respect to the function f 2 coincides with the metric projection, but in general they differ from each other. In [48] , we have analysed some interesting properties of this kind of Bregman projections and their relation to metric projections. Especially, we have shown that for a closed subspace U ⊂ X and x, y, z ∈ X we have
where U ⊥ ⊂ X * is the annihilator of U and q denotes the Bregman projection in the dual X * with respect to the function f *
To gain more insight into Bregman distances and projections with respect to more general functions than powers of the norm of a Banach space we refer, e.g., to Alber and Butnariu [1] , Bauschke et al [8] and Butnariu and Resmerita [16] .
For 0 = u * ∈ X * and α, δ ∈ R, δ 0, we denote by H (u * , α) the hyperplane 
The building blocks of our sequential subspace optimization methods are based on the following examples. 
Then the Bregman projection of x onto H is given by
where the function h is convex and has continuous partial derivatives
Moreover, if the vectors u * 1 , . . . , u * N are linearly independent then h is strictly convex and t is unique. 
where t + > 0 is the unique, necessarily positive solution of
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (c) can be found in [16, 48] and (d) is an immediate consequence of (c). For convenience we prove (b). Ifx fulfils (12) then we havex ∈ H 1 ∩ H 2 and it is straightforward to see with (7) 
Note that M Ax=y ⊂ H n and therefore for all z ∈ M Ax=y we have
By example 1 (a) the iterates x n+1 can be computed by minimizing a convex, continuously differentiable function h : R |I n | → R. During the minimization the search directions A * w n,i are fixed and hence function and gradient evaluations of h are independent of the costly applications of the operators A and A * . For large-scale problems the additional cost of minimizing h with a small number of search directions instead of only one is therefore comparatively minor.
Due to (9) computing x n+1 by (16) is also equivalent to
where U n ⊂ R(A * ) denotes the search space
This implies J p (x n+1 ) − J p (x n ) ∈ U n and an immediate consequence of (18) is
For weak convergence of the iterates it was essential to include the current (sub-)gradient
Ax − y 2 in the search space U n because then an estimate of the form
holds, where G q 1 is the constant appearing in (4) and R n := Ax n − y is the residual. This estimate implies that ( p (x n , z)) n converges decreasingly, that (x n ) n is bounded and has weak cluster points, and that lim n→∞ R n = 0 and consequently each weak cluster point x is a solution x ∈ M Ax=y .
For strong convergence in the infinite-dimensional case we required U n−1 ⊂ U n , resulting in increasing dimensions of the search spaces. Now we can show that this stringent condition is in fact not needed; instead we simply have to assure that we include the direction J p (x n ) − J p (x n 0 ) of a fixed iterate J p (x n 0 ) to the current iterate J p (x n ) in the search space U n for infinitely many n n 0 . Observe that by induction we have 
for some fixed n 0 ∈ N and infinitely many n n 0 .
Proof.
The limit x of a strongly convergent subsequence (x n k ) k fulfils
because by (19) and the continuity of the duality mapping (9) . Furthermore,
RESESOP for noisy data
In case only noisy data y δ ∈ Y with known noise level y − y δ δ are given, we propose the following modification of method 1 to compute a regularized version of
. As in the previous section Y is allowed to be an arbitrary real Banach space. (26) and (27) . If the residual R 
where
and such that an inequality of the form
holds for some constant C > 0.
Here, we consider the canonical sets of search directions (see also [41] )
and 
We can exploit this recursion to compute w , i.e., method 2 then coincides with method 1. In the noise-free case we therefore simply drop the index δ everywhere.
Inequality (25) assures that the sequence p x δ n , z n decreases for fixed δ. Hence the discrepancy principle (22) indeed yields a finite stopping index
To avoid exceptions we define x δ n := x δ n * for all n n * . An admissible strategy to choose t δ n such that (24) and (25) Projecting at first onto the stripe corresponding to the current (sub-)gradient A * J Ax δ n − y δ then assures that (25) holds. We do not want to go into detail here but refer to [1, 49] for the solution of CFPs in Banach spaces. And instead in subsection 4.3 we will present a fast method to compute x δ n+1 such that (24) and (25) hold for the special case of two search directions.
Continuity of the iterates
We analyse when the iterates x δ n depend continuously on δ for fixed index n. For this we will need the following well known fact. 
where according to our assumption the search directions {A * w k,i |i ∈ I k } ⊂ X * with exact data are linearly independent. Hence we find a dual basis {u k,i |i ∈ I k } ⊂ X such that
Applying the dual basis to (37) we obtain the equations
We can write these equations more conveniently in the form
with the matrix E δ := A * w δ k,i u k,j j,i∈I k and the vectors t δ := t δ k,i i∈I k (38) the matrix E corresponding to exact data δ = 0 is the identity matrix and by the induction hypothesis we have
where we may take as matrix norm the one that is induced by the max-norm in R |I k | . From lemma 1, we infer that E δ is bijective for δ small enough and together with (34) and (35) we may assume
Since by (25) the vectors d δ remain bounded with respect to δ we deduce from (40) and (41) (40) and (41) we further get lim δ→0 t δ = t, from which we finally deduce with (31) and the induction hypothesis that
Note that it is only required that the search directions with exact data are linearly independent and this need not hold for noisy data. But in fact from the above proof it follows that linear independence of the search directions with exact data implies linear independence of the corresponding search directions with noisy data for δ small enough. We give three possible choices of search directions guaranteeing that the assumption of linear independence in proposition 2 is always fulfilled.
Lemma 2.
As long as R n = 0 the following choices yield sets of linearly independent search directions in the case of exact data.
Regularization with RESESOP
The next proposition is the main result of this paper, showing that method 2 is a regularization method for the computation of
n for all n ∈ N and δ 0 and let n * = n * (δ) be the stopping index (33) Proof. Let (δ l ) l be an arbitrary null-sequence of noise levels. For better readability define n l := n * (δ l ) and
. From (25) we deduce that (x l ) l is bounded. Furthermore, each weak cluster point x is a solution x ∈ M Ax=y because by (22) we have R δ l n l τ δ l → 0 for l → ∞. For strong convergence of (x l ) l to x † it again suffices to show that every subsequence has in turn a subsequence converging strongly to x † . In the finite-dimensional cases (a), (b) this follows as in the case of exact data by showing that each subsequence has a strong cluster point
It remains to show the assertion in case (c). We may w.l.o.g. assume that the sequence (n l ) l is increasing. Due to (25) and the assumptions in (c) we then find to every k ∈ N some n k , l k ∈ N such that for all l max{k, l k } the following chain of inequalities holds:
which implies strong convergence of (x l ) l to x † .
Remark
(a) We emphasize that in the finite-dimensional cases (a) and (b) no smoothness assumption is made about Y and regularization can be shown without continuous dependence of the iterates x δ n on δ for fixed indices n. (b) If X and Y are Hilbert spaces and we choose the search directions as in lemma 2 (c), i.e., Ax n − y and x n − x n−1 , then for exact data our method just reduces to the well-known minimal error CG-method (ME). A common way to deal with noisy data would be to let the iteration run as with exact data and to use a suitable stopping rule according to some discrepancy principle. In view of a suitable stopping rule Hanke [30] has shown that the discrepancy principle (33) is no regularizing stopping rule for ME, but that instead one can useñ
In contrast RESESOP deals with noisy data not only by using a suitable stopping rule (and here we can use (33)) but moreover by modifying the iterations in a suitable way, i.e., by projecting onto stripes whose width is in the order of the noise level. Figure 1 . The orthogonal resp. Bregman projectionx = H 1 ∩H 2 (x) of x onto the intersection of the halfspaces H 1 and H 2 can be computed by at most two projections onto (intersections of) the bounding hyperplanes, if x is already contained in one of the halfspaces (left); otherwise this need not be true (right).
A fast algorithm with only two search directions
A fast way to compute x δ n+1 in method 2 such that (24) and (25) hold for the special case of only two search directions is based on the following geometrical fact, which is quite obvious in Hilbert spaces as illustrated in figure 1.
be computed by at most two Bregman projections onto (intersections of) the bounding hyperplanes by the following two steps: (I) Compute
where G q 1 is the constant appearing in (4) . If x 1 ∈ H 2 then we already have
we are done. Otherwise go to step (II) Compute
with
. It remains to show (43) . Since t 2,1 + t 1 > 0 and t 2,2 > 0 we get for all z ∈ H 1 ∩ H 2 ,
where by (10) we know that (t 2,1 , t 2,2 ) minimizes the function
Hence we can estimate h 1,2 (t 2,1 , t 2,2 ) h 1,2 (s 1 ·t 2,2 ,t 2,2 ) with
with the factor γ of (44) .
2 ) and equality holds iff u * 1 and u * 2 are linearly dependent. With (4) and u * 1 |x 1 = α 1 we get
Similarly, as we obtained the upper estimate for h 1 (t 1 ) in the proof of step (I) we see thats 1 yields the estimate
Hence we get
Inserting this estimate into (48) we finally arrive at
and together with h 1 (t 1 ) = (47) follows (43) .
Note that this two-step method is guaranteed to work only if x is already contained in one of the halfspaces. Otherwise it might fail, as can be seen in figure 1 . Proposition 4 confirms that in many cases Bregman projections conveniently behave like orthogonal projections in Hilbert spaces. But we point out that in a Hilbert space it can be shown that in step (II) we also have x 2 = p H 1 ∩H 2 (x 1 ), which we think need not be true in general Banach spaces. Together with (6), (15) and (29) we obtain the following algorithm to compute x δ n+1 in method 2. 
Numerical experiments
To illustrate the performance of method 2 we choose a simple numerical example so that we have an intuitive feeling about how the solutions will look like. Consider the matrix A ∈ R 1000×1000 ,
resulting from a discretization of the operator equation of the first kind Figure 2 shows the exact solution x † of Ax = y for the given right-hand side y. As X and Y we take (R 1000 , . p ) for different p-norms. These spaces are uniformly smooth and 2-convex for 1 < p 2 resp. p-convex for 2 p < ∞ but neither smooth nor strictly convex for p = 1 or p = ∞. The normalized duality mapping for 1 < p < ∞ is given by To simulate noisy data y δ we add uniformly distributed noise to y and measure the noise level δ = y − y δ p Y . Note that for the same noisy data y δ the value of δ depends on the choice of the p Y -norm in Y. Since the exact solution is sparse we choose p X -norms in X with 1 < p X 2 because small values of p X are known to promote sparse solutions. For more information about the role of sparsity in inverse problems we refer to [11, 22, 24, 37, 51, 54] . In all cases we run method 2 with the same noisy data y δ , see figure 2 , parameter τ = 1.1 and initial value x 0 = 0, so that we compute a regularized version of [47, 49] and are currently investigating this further. Supported by the pleasing results of these preliminary numerical tests we feel confident that there is great potential in using different norms even in finite-dimensional problems.
